Guard yourself from the dangers of gravity with the Gravity Guard™ Roofer’s Kit. Our kit contains an Evolve™ Full Body Harness, a Connex™ Rope Grab Assembly with 50’ of rope, a locking installation carabiner, a reusable roof anchor with 32 nails, and a 5 gallon bucket for storage and equipment transportation. This kit can be used during construction on residential roofs. These kits make it easy and convenient for construction workers to have access to fall protection systems while working on a rooftop.

Product #: RL-RK1
Gravity Guard Roofer’s Kit

Includes:
- Evolve Full Body Harness
- 50’ 5/8” Vertical Rope Lifeline w/attached 3’ Connex Rope Grab Assembly
- ANSI rated locking installation carabiner on top end of vertical rope lifeline, stop-knot on bottom end
- Reusable roof anchor with 32 nails
- 5 gallon storage bucket

Meets OSHA and ANSI Z359.1

Product #: RL-01(A)
Reusable Hinged Steel Roof Anchor

Product Information:
- Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007
- Material: Galvanized Steel
- Minimum Breaking Strength: 5,000 lbs./23kN
- Finish: Powder Coated or Zinc Plated
- Net Weight: 2.44 lbs.

Product #: RL-02(A)
Permanent Use Stainless Steel Roof Anchor

Product Information:
- Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007
- Material: Stainless Steel with forged D-Ring on both sides
- Finish: Polished Silver/Golden Yellow Galvanized
- Net Weight: 0.9 lbs.

Product #: RL-05
Single Use Steel Roof Anchor

Product Information:
- Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007
- Material: Galvanized Steel
- Minimum Breaking Strength: 5,000 lbs./23kN
- Finish: Golden Yellow Galvanized
- Net Weight: 1 lb.
CONNECTIONS
Get connected to your fall protection. We offer both steel carabiners and wire anchor forms, depending upon what type of fall protection equipment you use and how you need to connect to the rest of your system. Every Rigid Lifelines® connector meets all ANSI/Z359 requirements including 3,600 lbs. rated gates where applicable. There are various connector sizes designed to meet the needs of many types of anchorage points. Each connector is exceptionally lightweight to minimize any potential drag for the user.

- **Product #: RL-113-A**
  **Small Steel Carabiner - .85” Gate Opening**
  **Product Information:**
  - Meets ANSI Z359.12-2009
  - Minimum Break Strength: 5,000 lbs./23kN
  - Gate Strength: 3,600 lbs.
  - Material: Alloy Steel
  - Gate Opening: .85”
  - Finish: Golden Yellow Galvanized
  - Net Weight: .62 lbs.
  - Proof Load Tested

- **Product #: RL-134A**
  **Large Steel Carabiner - 2” Gate Opening**
  **Product Information:**
  - Meets ANSI Z359.12-2009
  - Minimum Break Strength: 5,000 lbs./23kN
  - Gate Strength: 3,600 lbs.
  - Material: Alloy Steel
  - Gate Opening: 2”
  - Finish: Golden Yellow Galvanized
  - Net Weight: 1.89 lbs.
  - Proof Load Tested

- **Products #: RL-141, RL-142, RL-143**
  **Wire Anchor Form Stainless Steel Gate Opening**
  **Product Information:**
  - Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007
  - Minimum Break Strength: 5,000 lbs./23kN
  - Heavy Duty SAE 304 Stainless Steel Construction
  - #141 Fits rated structural members up to 5” in diameter
  - #142 Fits rated structural members up to 4” in diameter
  - #143 Fits rated structural members up to 3” in diameter
  - Only intended for overhead applications

ROPE GRAB
Get a grip on your rope with a Connex™ Rope Grab. Our rope grab device is designed with a 3-foot shock absorbing lanyard built into it for energy absorption during fall arrest. It also features locking snap hooks for a secure harness attachment. These are lightweight and perfect for use with rope that is 5/8” in diameter.

- **Product #: RL-3002**
  **Connex Manual Rope Grab with 3’ Shock Absorbing Lanyard**
  **Product Information:**
  - Length of Rope Grab Assembly – 21 3/4”
  - Steel Rope Grab for use with suitably rated 5/8” rope lifeline
  - Shock Pack with rope grab at one end, other end with locking snap hook for attachment to harness
  - Meets requirements of ANSI and OSHA

ANCHOR STRAPS
Anchor straps can be choked around suitably rated I-beams or other suitably rated structures. Typically, vertical lifelines, such as lanyards, SRL’s and rope lifelines are connected to the anchor strap’s D-Ring.

- **Product #: RL-AS3**
  **3’ Choker Style Cross Arm Anchor Strap with 2.75” Wear Pad**
  **Product Information:**
  - Length of Anchor Strap - 3’
  - Made up of 1.75” wide Polyester webbing stitched with 2.75” webbing wear pad on the back for extra protection
  - Anchor Strap having one side with small forged D-Ring, and other side with large forged D-Ring
  - PVC rollers where webbing is looped around D-Rings for added protection
  - Meets OSHA and ANSI Z359.1
**SUSPENSION TRAUMA RELIEF PACKS**

Get a leg up on your rescue plan with suspension trauma relief straps. These slim profile pouches attach to almost any type of harness and contain a loop of web strap that workers can step onto, post fall arrest. By having something to relieve the pressure of the harness on their legs while waiting to be rescued from a fall protection system, workers will be less likely to experience suspension trauma. If a rescue will take longer than 10 minutes to occur, you may want to consider adding suspension trauma relief straps to your fall protection equipment. Suspension trauma can have devastating effects on a worker's body. But this device offers a simple and effective way to ward off the dangers of suspension trauma.

---

**Product #: RL-AS4**

4’ Choker Style Cross Arm Anchor Strap with 2.75” Wear Pad

**Product Information:**
- Length of Anchor Strap - 4’
- Made up of 1.75” wide Polyester webbing stitched with 2.75” webbing wear pad on the back for extra protection
- Anchor Strap having one side with small forged D-Ring, and other side with large forged D-Ring
- PVC rollers where webbing is looped around D-Rings for added protection
- Meets OSHA and ANSI Z359.1

**Product #: RL-AS6**

6’ Choker Style Cross Arm Anchor Strap with 2.75” Wear Pad

**Product Information:**
- Length of Anchor Strap - 6’
- Made up of 1.75” wide Polyester webbing stitched with 2.75” webbing wear pad on the back for extra protection
- Anchor Strap having one side with small forged D-Ring, and other side with large forged D-Ring
- PVC rollers where webbing is looped around D-Rings for added protection
- Meets OSHA and ANSI Z359.1

---

**Product #: RL-TRP**

Harness Suspension Trauma Relief Packs

**Product Information:**
- Designed to help relieve the negative effects of suspension trauma
- Compact and lightweight - does not hamper the activity of the worker while at work
- Allows the worker to stand up while suspended in their harness to relieve pressure
- Easy to attach to just about any harness
- Easy to deploy for operation

---

**Product #: RL-8-0166-10; RL-8-0166-15; RL-8-01066-20**

Extension Cables for Fall Arrest Lanyards

**Product Information:**
- 5,000 lbs. fall arrest load rating
- 1/4” wire rope, galvanized cable
- Zinc-plated O-Ring
- Double-action locking snap hook
- Zinc-plated, forged steel hooks
- Gate strength exceeds 3,600 lbs.
- Exceeds ANSI Z359.1-2007

**Product #: RL-8-0173**

Retrieval Taglines

**Product Information:**
- Material: 3/4” UV-Resistant Polyester Webbing
- Two stainless steel O-Rings at each end
- Custom lengths available upon request

**WARNING:** Retrieval taglines must never be used as an anchorage; doing so could result in serious injury or death